
 

 

 

ISI is behind conspiracy to derail democracy in Pakistan: Altaf Hussain 

Islamabad siege at the hands of extremist group shows vulnerability of Pakistan 

Altaf Hussain wrote letter to International Community to take notice of Army’s 

anti- Democratic actions 

  

Central Communication & Media Cell; MQM USA, Date 11/25/2017: Founder and Leader 

of MQM, Mr. Altaf Hussain wrote an important letter to International community 

to urgently draw their attention to the latest political situation in Pakistan.  

  

Please find below highlights of Mr. Hussain’s letter.  

 

As we all know, Pakistan has been ruled nearly half of its life by its powerful military. And 

it appears that democracy in Pakistan is facing yet another imminent challenge from the 

same power-hungry Military Establishment of Pakistan whose majority hails from 

Punjab.   

 

While the previous government of Pakistan Peoples’ Party was the first ever democratic 

government since Pakistan’s inception in 1947 to complete its full five-year term, the 

next government led by Mr Nawaz Sharif, however, has not been this lucky. Since May 

2013, Pakistan’s powerful and controversial spy agency, Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), 

has been mounting one challenge after another for this government.  

  

In 2014, ISI used playboy-turned-politician Mr. Imran Khan to hold an illegal sit-in in the 

capital city of Islamabad. A handful supporters of Imran Khan’s PTI party held the city 

hostage for months and the Military Establishment ensured that no harm came to those 

hooligans. Those thugs even attacked and damaged the building of Pakistan’s state-run TV 

channels on Imran Khan’s instructions, yet neither Mr. Khan nor any of his 

supporters faced any consequences for their criminal actions, thanks to Pakistan’s Military 

Establishment.  

  

Mr. Sharif’s government somehow survived that crisis. Pakistan’s Military 

Establishment then targeted secular Muttahida Quami Movement (MQM) in Karachi and 

other urban areas of Sindh province of Pakistan so that Karachi could be handed over to 

the groups preferred and sponsored by ISI. Urban areas of Sindh are now virtually 

controlled by Pakistan’s Para-Military Rangers and Jihadist elements are receiving full 

support from Pakistani Military Establishment along with those elements MQM had 

expelled from its ranks due to their involvement in criminal activities. ISI-sponsored 

Pak Sarzameen Party (PSP) is just one of these groups.  

  

The Military Establishment of Pakistan, ISI in particular, is now using religious zealots to 

end democratic rule in Pakistan once again. The Military Establishment is using this time 



a sentimental religious issue to arouse public sentiments. The issue relates to Muslims’ 

belief in the finality of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Islamabad, the capital city, has been 

held hostage once again by religious zealots who seem to be enjoying total impunity from 

Pakistan’s Military Establishment.   

  

Since this morning, these religious extremists, led by a foul-mouthed cleric known 

as Khadim Rizvi, have expanded their protest to Karachi and have been causing havoc in 

the city. Scores of vehicles have been torched; properties burned down, streets blocked and 

businesses shutdown forcefully. The same Paramilitary Rangers, who are quick to arrest 

even peaceful Mohajir women protestors, are totally absent from the streets of Karachi and 

other cities. Religious fanatics are roaming the cities, Karachi in particular, without any 

fear of law and destroying and burning down everything that comes into their way.  

  

Pakistan’s civilian forces are unable to contain violence, whereas Military or Paramilitary 

forces seem absolutely unwilling to stop violent rampage of these thugs. The civilian 

government has banned electronic media from coverage of these so-called protests. The 

country seems be falling into chaos, setting up a perfect stage for the Army to seize power 

and derail democracy once more.  

  

Pakistan Military Establishment’s support for religious extremist organizations is well 

known and well documented. Once in formal control, we fear Pakistan will be in absolute 

control of religious lunatics, thus posing a bigger danger to the peace in the region as well 

as worldwide. It goes without saying that women, religious minorities and secular Mohajirs 

and Balochs will be the prime target of these forces.  

  

It is about time for the world to take notice of this situation and put an end to Pakistani 

Military Establishment’s anti-democratic and anti-world peace actions. For the stability of 

the region, Pakistan needs to be run by anti-extremist parties such as MQM.   

  

It is true that Mr. Nawaz Sharif and his party have failed Mohajirs by remaining a mere 

spectator to the Paramilitary Rangers’ high handedness in urban Sindh since 2013, yet we 

believe it is not a time to bring up such issues at a time when democracy appears to be in 

utmost peril in Pakistan.   

  

I request you to take urgent action and send Pakistani Military Establishment a clear 

message to refrain from meddling into politics; put an end to its support for religious 

extremists; and allow MQM to participate into political process. This is the only way 

forward to restore peace in Pakistan as well as worldwide.  

  

Pakistan’s religious and ethnic minorities are looking towards you with hope. I sincerely 

hope you will not disappoint them.  


